Cell replication and aging: in vitro and in vivo studies.
The relationship between human aging and cell replication has been investigated using two complementary approaches: in vitro studies of human fibroblasts derived from young and old volunteer members of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study and in vivo examinations of bone marrow cell populations from young and old mice and rats. Total proliferative capacity measured as either the onset of cell culture senescence or as in vitro life span was significantly diminished in cell cultures derived from old human donors when compared to parallel cultures established from young donors. Acute replicative abilities as measured by percent replicating cells, cell pupulation doubling time, cell number at confluency, and colony size distribution were also significantly decreased in human old cell populations. An in vivo cytogenetic technique for measuring cell replication was developed utilizing the differential staining properties of metaphase chromosomes of cells that have replicated in the presence of bromodeoxyuridine. With this technique, cell cycle times have been derived in vivo as well as in vitro. Preliminary in vivo results in both mice and rats indicate that cell replication is slowed in old animal cell populations. Further research will be directed both in vitro and in vivo at discerning the mechanisms for this impairment of cellular replication with aging.